DRIVING WORK TRANSFORMATION with Planview

To achieve innovation, growth, and exceptional customer experience, enterprises are having to execute on their strategies faster than ever. And, to work smarter and maximize resources, organizations need to embrace many different ways of working.

**Methodology**

Some teams rely on very structured work methods with certifications such as PMI® and SAFe®. Others operate in more unstructured, get it done, environments with the “accidental project manager” being a common role.

**Delivery**

With these organizations and teams deliver iterations-driven work using Kanban boards and Sprint in Relational-driven work with Gantt charts and spreadsheets, work delivery must be interconnected to accelerate innovative products and services to the market.

**No Matter How You Work**

Planview’s work and resources management (WRRM) solutions address all the ways of executing work—project management methodologies, Lean/A66, iterative work management, and collaborative work management.

**Integrated Strategic and Portfolio Planning**

These hybrid work environments tie to strategic plans and integrate portfolios, ensuring teams across the enterprise are focused on what is most important to meeting strategy and providing executives an Integrated view into how it all comes together.

Work and Resource Management by Planview

Our work and resources management solutions operationalize your strategy across all types of work and resources and connect it all back to the delivery of an integrated strategic plan.

Learn more at Planview.com